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GLOSSARY

Allocated inventory (ALI) Untouchable inventory set aside for and dedicated 
to specific customers, channels, purposes, and/or business units.

Annual demand (AD) The number of units requested for an item during a 
year. It looks backward over the prior year and is strictly historic.

Assemble to order (ATO) An inventory, logistics, and supply chain concept 
made famous by Dell Computer in which assembly is delayed or postponed 
until an order is received.

Available inventory (AVI) On-hand inventory minus allocated or committed 
inventory: 

AVI = OHI − ALI  or  AVI = OHI − CMI

Average inventory level (AIL) The average number of units in inventory, 
including safety stock inventory, lot size inventory, and lead time inventory: 

AIL = SSI + (LS/2) + [L × (FAD/365)]

Average inventory value (AIV) The average investment in inventory, including 
safety stock inventory, lot size inventory, and lead time inventory: 

AIV = AIL × UIV

Average lead time demand (ALD) The average demand during a lead time:

ALD = L × (FAD/365)
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148 Glossary

Average replenishment quantity (ARQ) The average size of lot size 
replenishments; derived by dividing the total replenishment quantity over 
a particular period by the number of replenishments received during that 
time.

Bill of material (BOM) A hierarchical assembly structure.

Buckets of Inventory (BOI) A reference to the purposeful allocation, tracking, 
and planning for inventory in three distinct buckets: safety stock inventory 
(SSI), lot size inventory (LSI), and pipeline inventory (PI).

Changeover cost (COC) The cost to set up (prepare or change over) a machine 
or production line to make a production run for a particular item or to change 
between items.

Committed inventory (CMI) Untouchable inventory held specifically or allocated 
specifically for customers, business units, and/or channels of business.

Consignment inventory (CSI) Inventory that is physically on the premises but 
not fiscally on the books; it is still owned by and sometimes managed by the 
vendor. Hence, this inventory is sometimes referred to as vendor-managed 
inventory (VMI).

Contingency and disaster inventory (CDI) Exists to cover unexpected situations 
outside the realm of those covered by traditional safety stock inventory. Those 
situations include scenarios such as natural disasters, labor strikes, and other 
exceptional supply chain disruptions. 

Days on hand (DOH) The ratio of the average inventory value (AIV) to 
current forecast daily usage:

DOH = AIV/(FAD/365)

Economic order quantity (EOQ) Manufacturing EOQ is the run quantity 
or batch size that minimizes the sum total of inventory carrying cost and 
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Glossary 149

setup cost. Procurement EOQ is the purchase quantity that minimizes the 
sum total of inventory carrying cost and procurement cost:

EOQ = [(2 × FAD × SUC)/(UIV × ICR)] 1/2

Fill rate (FR) The percentage of customer demand that can be satisfied from 
on-hand inventory.

Forecast annual demand (FAD) (1) The forecast annual demand for an item. 
(2) The predicted demand in units for the upcoming 12-month period. (3) The 
forecast (or expected) annual number of units requested by customers.

Forecast lead time demand (FLD) Forecast demand during a lead time: 

FLD = L × (FAD/365)

Gross margin return on inventory (GMROI) The financial return on inventory 
investments expressed as the ratio of the annualized gross margin to the 
average inventory investment: 

GMROI = GM/AIV = [(USP − UIV) × FAD]/AIV

Hedge inventory (HDI) (1) Inventory purchased as a hedge against potential 
price increases. (2) Inventory that exists to cover potential sharp price 
increases and/or shortages in critical commodities.

Inventory carrying cost (ICC) The annualized cost of carrying inventory:

ICC = AIV × ICR

Inventory carrying rate (ICR) The percentage per year applied to average 
inventory value to annualize the cost of carrying inventory, usually including 
opportunity cost of capital, storage, handling, insurance, taxes, obsolescence, 
loss, and damage.

Inventory Policy Cost (IPC) The sum of inventory carrying cost and lost 
sales cost: 

IPC = ICC + LSC
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150 Glossary

Inventory quality ratio (IQR) The percentage of the total inventory investment 
that is in active SKUs. This is a very helpful indicator of inventory performance, 
acting much like a bad debt ratio for banks: 

IQR = (AIV active)/AIV

Inventory turn ratio (ITR) The number of times inventory turns each year; 
typically expressed as the ratio of annual sales at cost to average inventory 
value: 

ITR = (FAD × UIV)/AIV

Inventory Value Added (IVA) An EVA-like metric applied to inventory: 

IVA = GM − ICC

Lead time (L) Manufacturing lead time is the elapsed time from when a 
manufacturing order is released to the factory until product is available for 
sales from manufacturing. Procurement lead time is the elapsed time from 
when an order is released to a vendor until the product is available for sales.

Lead time demand (LD) Demand during a lead time: 

LD = L × (FAD/365)

Lead time forecast error percentage (LFEP) The absolute value of the forecast 
error percentage over a lead time.

Life cycle inventory (LCI) Life cycle inventory models allocate inventory 
to categories on the basis of product maturities. Typical maturities include 
(1) conception, (2) infancy, (3) adolescence, (4) maturity, (5) decline, (6) 
discontinue, and (7) burial. 

Logistics The flow of material, information, and money between consumers 
and suppliers.

Lost sales (LS) Occur when unsatisfied demand is lost. Lost sales are common 
in retail situations in which there are many alternative outlets for a product. 
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Glossary 151

Lost sales cost (LSC) The potential sales lost because of out of stocks: 

LSC = [FAD × USP] × (1 − UFR) × SF

Lot size (LS) Also known as the replenishment quantity (RQ) or the cycle 
stock (CS). The number of units that arrive in a replenishment lot or are 
produced in a manufacturing lot.

Maximum inventory level (MIL) The sum of the economic order quantity, 
safety stock, and lead time inventory: 

MIL = SSI + EOQ

Net inventory (NI) On-hand inventory minus units on back order (UOB): 

NI = OHI − UOB

Non-value-added inventory (NVAI) Nonworking, excess inventory. Inventory 
that is not adding value as safety stock inventory, lot size inventory, or 
pipeline inventory: 

NVAI = TIL − VAI

On-hand inventory (OHI) (1) The most common inventory reference. (2) The 
number of units of inventory physically on hand in storage.

Order up to level (OUL) The level of inventory a replenishment quantity 
should yield when it is placed.

Out of stock (OOS) Stockout situation covered by lost sales, substitution, 
or back order.

Purchase order cost (POC) The cost of planning, placing, tracking, 
and paying for a purchase order. Used in economic order quantity 
computation.

Raw material inventory (RMI) Inventory that has not been converted, 
changed, processed, or in any way changed in value.
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152 Glossary

Reorder point (ROP) The inventory position at which an order is placed. 
Normally is equal to the safety stock plus the average lead time demand: 

ROP = SSI + LD

Replenishment cycle time (RCT) The elapsed time between replenishments. 
The annual number of replenishments is 365 days divided by the average 
elapsed time between replenishments. 

Return on invested capital (ROIC) The ratio of operating profit to invested 
capital. It encompasses all the elements of revenue, expense, and capital.

Review time period (RTP) The time between inventory reviews.

Safety stock inventory (SSI) Literally the amount of stock on hand when a 
replenishment arrives. Safety stock is a function of forecast error, desired 
fill rate, and inbound delivery reliability. The model sets safety stock to the 
product of the normal inventory value associated with the desired fill rate 
and the standard deviation of lead time demand.

Seasonality and build inventory (SBI) Exists to level production and machine, 
line, and plant utilization.

Setup cost (SUC) The cost to set up (prepare or change over) a machine or 
production line to make a production run for a particular item or a change 
between items. It is sometimes referred to as the changeover cost (COC). 
Used in economic order quantity computation.

Shortage factor (SF) The percentage of the unit selling price lost when out 
of stock. The default value is set as the margin percent. Used in lost sales 
cost computation.

Standard deviation of lead time demand (SDLD) A measure of the variability 
of lead time demand.
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Glossary 153

Stock keeping unit (SKU) A number or set of alphanumeric characters that 
reference a unique part or item; sometimes called a part number.

Supply chain (SC) The infrastructure of factories, warehouses, ports, 
information systems, highways, railways, terminals, and modes of 
transportation connecting consumers and suppliers.

Supply chain logistics (SCL) The flow of material, information, and money 
in the infrastructure of factories, warehouses, ports, information systems, 
highways, railways, terminals, and modes of transportation connecting 
consumers and suppliers.

Unit fill rate (UFR) The percentage of total units requested by customers 
that can be satisfied from on-hand inventory.

Unit gross margin (UGM) The difference between the unit selling price and 
the unit inventory value. The higher the unit gross margin, the higher the 
cost of lost sales associated with a particular item:

UGM = USP − UIV

Unit inventory value (UIV) The unit cost of manufacturing (sometimes 
referred to as standard cost) or the unit cost of purchase (sometimes referred 
to as unit cost of goods sold).

Unit selling price (USP) The price per unit paid by a customer for an 
item.

Units on back order (UOB) The number of units outstanding on back 
orders.

Value-added inventory (VAI) (1) Inventory that is adding value, such as safety 
stock that mitigates demand variability risk, lot size inventory that offsets setup 
and ordering costs, and pipeline inventory that corresponds to lead times. 
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154 Glossary

(2) All inventory that is not excess or waste. (3) The difference between total 
inventory and value-added inventory: 

VAI = TI − NVAI

Vendor-managed inventory (VMI) Inventory managed by and procured for 
a company by vendors.
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I N D E X

A
Abbott Laboratories, 67
Accountability:

for inventory integrity, 21
misplaced, 4

Accounting, traditional, 5
Accuracy:

forecast, 21, 71, 76
inventory, 20, 21, 101, 132

Active inventory, 38, 40
AD (annual demand), 58
AIV (average inventory value), 48–52
Allocation optimization, 114
Annual demand (AD), 58
Average inventory value (AIV), 

48–52
Average replacement quantity 

(ARQ), 60

B
Back ordering, 43
Base data:

errors in, 3
reliability of, 21

Buckets of inventory (BOI), 24–33
lot size inventory, 24
pipeline inventory, 24

root cause analysis, 31–32
safety stock inventory, 24

C
Carrier optimization, 114, 125
Carrying costs, 45

inventory carrying cost, 45, 54, 123
for never being out of stock, 43
reducing, 32

Carrying inventory, as constraint, 13
Carrying rate:

inventory carrying rate, 45–46, 103
inventory carrying rate 

optimization, 103–105
CDI (contingency and disaster 

inventory), 35–36
Changeover cost (COC), 47
Changes, unvetted, 3
Coca-Cola, 67
Coca-Cola Consolidated, 140
Colgate, 67
Collaboration, inventory, 21–22
Complexities in decision making, 

6–10
at Hallmark, 9
at Honda, 7–8
and lean thinking, 6–7
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156 Index

Conflicting metrics, 5
Conflicting objectives, 1–2
Conflicting perspectives, 4
Consignment inventory (CSI), 38
Constraints, in optimization, 13–16
Contingency and disaster inventory 

(CDI), 35–36
Cost avoidance, 5
CS (cycle stock), 60 (See also 

Lot size (LS))
CSI (consignment inventory), 38
CSP (see Customer service policy)
Customer demand, 142
Customer response time, 118
Customer satisfaction 

optimization, 115
Customer service, 115–120

at Honda, 8
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 115–120
Customer service policy (CSP), 

13–15, 115, 116
Customer service policy 

optimization, 115–116
Customer valuation, segmentation, 

and optimization, 115
Cycle stock (CS), 60 (See also 

Lot size (LS))

D
Data discrepancies, 3
Data mining, 143, 145
Dead stock inventory, 38–40
Decision making:

complexities of, 6–10
interdependencies in, 65–66

and push-pull models, 23
RightChain™ Analytics Portal for, 

143, 145
RightChain™ Supply Chain 

Integration Model for, 137–139
silos of, 137

Decision variables, 60–65
economic order quantity, 61–63
lot size, 60–61
reorder point, 64–65
safety stock inventory, 64
unit fill rate, 63–64

Delivery frequency, 118
Delivery frequency optimization 

(DFO), 118–120
Demand terms, 58–60
Deployment (see Inventory 

deployment optimization)
DFO (delivery frequency 

optimization), 118–120
Director RightChains, 142
Discipline, 21
Disney, 67

E
Economic order quantity (EOQ), 

61–63
Economic run quantity (ERQ), 61, 63
Education, inadequate, 3–4
EOQ (economic order quantity), 

61–63
EPI (efficient procurement 

inventory), 36, 38
ERQ (economic run quantity), 61, 63
Exceptional inventory types, 35–42
Executive RightChains, 142
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Index 157

F
FAD (forecast annual demand), 58
Faulty fundamentals, 3–4
FGI (finished goods inventory), 32
Fill rate analysis, 116–118
Fill rate optimization, 113, 114
Financial terms, 47–57

average inventory value,  
48–52

gross margin return on 
inventory, 62

inventory carrying cost, 54
Inventory Policy Cost, 55
inventory turn rate, 52–54
Inventory Value Added, 55–56
lost sales cost, 54–55

Finished goods inventory  
(FGI), 32

First cost, 123
FLD (forecast lead time demand), 58
Fleet optimization, 114, 125
Flow, 110
Follow-through, 21
Forecast accuracy, 21

and lead time, 85–86
and SKU optimization, 71, 76

Forecast annual demand (FAD), 58
Forecast bias analysis, 27
Forecast demand, 142
Forecast lead time demand  

(FLD), 58
Forecast optimization, 80–84

at Honda, 8
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 113, 114
simulation, 81, 83–84

Frazelle’s Framework (supply chain 
logistics), 111, 113

Freight optimization, 114, 125
Fundamentals, 19–66

decision variables, 60–65
demand terms, 58–60
faulty, 3–4
financial terms, 47–57
inventory integrity, 20–22
inventory interdependencies, 

65–66
inventory philosophies, 22–23
inventory types, 23–42
out of stock conditions,  

43–44
planning parameters, 44–47

G
Global network strategy, 98, 100
Gross margin return on inventory 

(GMROI), 52

H
Hallmark, 9, 67
Hamilton, Chuck, 85
Hedge inventory (HI), 36
Honda, 7–8, 67, 132–133

I
ICC (see Inventory carrying cost)
ICR (inventory carrying rate),  

45–46, 103
Inactive inventory analysis, 38–40
Inadequate training/education, 3–4
Increasing inventory, for 

optimization, 10–11
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158 Index

Influence, accountability vs., 4
Initial unit cost, 123
Integration, inventory, 21, 22
Integrity, inventory, 20–22
Interdependencies, 109 (See also 

Inventory interdependencies; 
Supply chain strategy)

Inventory accuracy, 20, 21
and inventory visibility, 101
and storage, 132

Inventory carrying cost (ICC), 45, 
54, 123

Inventory carrying rate (ICR),  
45–46, 103

Inventory carrying rate optimization, 
103–105

Inventory collaboration, 21, 22
Inventory deployment optimization, 

95–100
global network strategy,  

98, 100
predeployment, 98, 99
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 114
and warehousing, 96–98

Inventory integration, 21, 22
Inventory integrity, 20–22
Inventory interdependencies,  

65–66
irreconcilable, 4
and lean, 6
and supply chain (see Supply 

chain strategy)
Inventory management dynamics, 59
Inventory management maturity 

phases, 21–22

Inventory optimization, 21–22
Inventory Optimization System:

Multi-Echelon, 98, 99
RightStock™, 48, 50–52

Inventory philosophies, 22–23
Inventory planning and 

management, 120
Inventory planning optimization, 114
Inventory Policy Cost (IPC), 55
Inventory quality ratio (IQR), 38
Inventory Simulation System,  

65–66
Inventory stability, 21
Inventory strategy, 1–17

complexities of, 6–10
lean, 17
optimization of, 10–16
problems in, 2–6

Inventory turn rate (ITR), 52–54
Inventory types, 23–42

buckets of inventory, 24–33
exceptional types, 35–42
stage types, 32, 34

Inventory Value Added (IVA), 55–56
Inventory visibility optimization, 

100–102
IPC (Inventory Policy Cost), 55
IQR (inventory quality ratio), 38
Irreconcilable interdependencies, 4
ITR (inventory turn rate), 52–54
IVA (Inventory Value Added), 55–56

J
Just in time (JIT), 22

and optimization, 10, 13
as pull-based, 23
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Index 159

L
L (lead time), 58
Landing costs, 123
LCI (life cycle inventory), 40–42
Lead time (L), 58
Lead time demand (LD), 58
Lead time forecast error percent 

(LFEP), 60
Lead time optimization, 84–90

at Honda, 8
in safety stock inventory, 85
simulation, 86–90

Lean, 6–7
and optimization, 10, 13
origin of, 17
as pull-based, 23
weakness of, 5

LFEP (lead time forecast error 
percent), 60

Life cycle inventory (LCI),  
40–42

Line fill rate, 63
Logistics, 110–115

defined, 110
and lean, 17
optimization of, 13, 14, 16
supply chain (see Supply chain 

logistics)
Logistics Resources International, 55
Lost sales, 43
Lost sales cost (LSC), 54–55
Lot size (LS):

as decision variable, 60–61
with lean, 7
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 113, 114

Lot size inventory (LSI), 24, 25, 28
Lot size optimization, 90–95
LS (see Lot size)
LSC (lost sales cost), 54–55
LSI (see Lot size inventory)

M
Made-to-order (MTO),  

22, 23
Made to stock (MTS),  

22, 23
Management RightChains, 142
Manufacturing, in wrong chain 

model, 135
Metrics:

conflicting, 5
misaligned, 5
(See also Financial terms)

Misplaced accountability, 4
Mitsubishi, 76–77
Modes of transportation, 126,  

129–130
MTO (made-to-order),  

22, 23
MTS (made to stock), 22, 23
Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimization 

System, 98, 99

N
Network design (transportation), 

126, 127
Network optimization, 114,  

125–127
Non-value-added inventory (NVAI), 

25, 29–30, 76–79
Nutrisystem, 67
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160 Index

O
Objective functions, in optimization, 

13–16
Objectives, conflicting, 1–2
OOS (out of stock), 43–44
Operations myopia, 4
Optimization, 10–16, 67–108

constraints in, 13–16
forecast, 80–84
inventory, 21–22 (See also 

RightStock™)
inventory carrying rate,  

103–105
inventory deployment,  

95–100
inventory maturity, 42
inventory stages, 32, 34
inventory visibility, 100–102
lead time, 84–90
life cycle inventory, 40–42
lot size, 90–95
objective functions in, 13–16
RightStock™ principles in,  

106–108
seasonal and build inventory, 37
SKU, 5, 69–80
for slow-moving consumer 

products, 56–57
(See also specific types of 

optimization)
Order fill rate, 63
Order picking optimization,  

114, 131
Order up to level (OUL), 64
Out of stock (OOS),  

43–44

P
Packing optimization, 114, 131
Paradigms, poisonous, 5
Pareto’s law in, 70
Performance measures, S&OP, 143
Perspectives, problematic, 4–5
Philosophies, inventory,  

22–23
Pipeline inventory (PI), 24
Planners, untrained, 3
Planning:

inventory planning and 
management, 120

RightChain™ inventory planning 
optimization, 114

RightChain™ planning process, 
140–142

sales, inventory, and operations 
planning, 140

sales and operations planning, 
139–145

transportation and operations 
planning, 140

Planning parameters, 44–47
POC (purchase order cost),  

46–47
Poisonous paradigms, 5
Pratt & Whitney, 67
Pratt & Whitney Canada, 140
Predeployment, 98, 99
Pricing optimization, 115
Problems in inventory management, 

2–6
data discrepancies, 3
inadequate training/education,  

3–4
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Index 161

misaligned metrics, 5
poisonous paradigms, 5
problematic perspectives, 4–5

Procter & Gamble, 67
Procurement:

“cost avoidance” in, 5
and lot sizing, 93
management training in, 121
transaction costs in, 91

Pruning SKUs, 76–79
Pull inventory model, 10, 22–23
Purchase order cost (POC),  

46–47
Push inventory model, 22, 23
Putaway optimization, 114

R
Raw material inventory (RMI), 32
Receiving optimization, 114,  

131–132
Reorder point (ROP), 64–65
Replenishment quantity (RQ), 60 

(See also Lot size (LS))
Response time, 118
Review time period (RTP),  

64–65
RightBuild™, 37
RightBuys™, 114, 120–124
RightCard™, 114, 120
RightCast™, 80–84

forecast bias analysis, 27
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 113, 114
simulation, 81, 83–84

RightChain™, 67
analytics portal in, 145

customer service in, 115–120
customer service policy in,  

14, 15
at Honda, 7
inventory planning and 

management in, 120
planning process in, 140–142
supply chain logistics model in, 

112–115
supply chain scoreboard in, 144
supply optimization in,  

120–124
transportation in, 124–130
warehousing in, 131–135
and wrong chain model,  

135–139
RightChain™ Analytics Portal,  

143, 145
RightChain™ Scoreboard, 143, 144
RightChain™ Supply Chain 

Integration Model, 137–139
RightCore™, 114, 120
RightFill™, 114
RightFleet™, 114, 125
RightFreight™, 114, 125
RightHouse™, 114
RightIns™, 114, 131
RightLife™, 41
RightLines™, 114, 125
RightLinks™, 114, 120
RightLots™, 28, 90–95

optimization for textile  
company, 62

in RightChain™ supply chain 
logistics model, 113, 114

simulation, 93–95
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162 Index

RightMaps™, 114, 125
RightModes™, 129–130
RightPack™, 114, 131
RightPick™, 114, 131
RightPlan™, 114
RightPloy™, 95–100

global network strategy,  
98, 100

predeployment, 98, 99
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 114
and warehousing, 96–98

RightPrice™, 113–115
RightPuts™, 114, 131
RightRate™, 103–105
RightSales™, 113–115
RightSat™, 113–115
RightServe™, 113–115
RightShip™, 114, 125
RightSight™, 100–102
RightSKUs™, 69–80

in customer service  
optimization, 115

examples of, 71–75
at Hallmark, 9
impact of SKUs on supply chain, 

75–76
Pareto’s law in, 70
pruning non-value-added  

SKUs, 76–79
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 113, 114
RightSource™, 114, 120–124
RightStock™, 67–108

buckets of inventory in, 24–27, 
29–33

decision variables in, 60–65
excess inventory analysis, 29, 30
at Honda, 7, 8
inventory maturity optimization, 42
Inventory Optimization System, 

48, 50–52
Inventory Simulation System, 

65–66
inventory stage optimization, 34
key financial terms in,  

47–57
and lean underinvestment, 6
mix of push and pull in, 23
objective functions in, 12
optimization facet of, 10, 11
planning parameters in,  

44–47
RightCast™, 80–84
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 113–114
RightLots™, 90–95
RightPloy™, 95–100
RightRate™, 103–105
RightSight™, 100–102
RightSKUs™, 69–80
RightTimes™, 84–90
simulation, 106–107
special inventory types in,  

35–42
steps in, 69

RightStore™, 114, 131
RightTerms™, 113–114, 116, 120
RightTimes™, 84–90

in safety stock inventory, 85
simulation, 86–90

RightTrips™, 114, 125
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Index 163

RMI (raw material inventory), 32
Roach, Jim, 7
Root cause analysis, 31–32
ROP (reorder point), 64–65
RQ (replenishment quantity), 60 

(See also Lot size (LS))
RTP (review time period), 64–65

S
Safety stock inventory (SSI),  

24–27
as decision variable, 64
defined, 64
at Honda, 133
lead time optimization for, 85

Sales, in wrong chain model, 135
Sales, inventory, and operations 

planning (SIOP), 140
Sales and operations planning 

(S&OP), 139–145
RightChain™ planning process, 

140–145
weaknesses in, 140

SBI (seasonality and build 
inventory), 36, 37

SDLD (standard deviation of lead 
time demand), 60

Seasonality and build inventory 
(SBI), 36, 37

Setup cost (SUC), 47
SF (shortage factor), 43–44
Shipment optimization, 114, 125, 126, 

128, 129
Shipping frequency, 126, 128, 129
Shortage factor (SF), 43–44
Silos, decision-making, 137

Simulation:
forecast optimization, 81, 83–84
inventory carrying rate 

optimization, 103–105
Inventory Simulation System, 

65–66
lead time optimization, 86–90
lot size optimization, 93–95

SIOP (sales, inventory, and 
operations planning), 140

Six Sigma, 10, 13
SKU optimization (SKU 

rationalization), 69–80
examples of, 71–75
at Hallmark, 9
at Honda, 8
impact of SKUs on supply chain, 

75–76
Pareto’s law in, 70
pruning non-value-added SKUs, 

76–79
resistance to, 5

S&OP (see Sales and operations 
planning)

Sourcing, 120–124, 135
SSI (see Safety stock inventory)
Stability, inventory, 21
Stage inventory types, 32, 34
Standard deviation of lead time 

demand (SDLD), 60
Storage, 132
Storage optimization, 114, 132–133
Strategy (see Inventory strategy)
Substitutions, 43, 44
SUC (setup cost), 47
SUPER SKU, 65
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164 Index

Supplier integration, 114, 120
Supplier optimization, 114, 120
Supplier service policy optimization, 

114, 120
Supplier valuation, 114, 120
Supply, defined, 120
Supply chain:

defined, 110–111
disruptions in, 35–36
impact of SKUs on, 75–76
inventory visibility in, 101

Supply chain logistics:
activities of, 111–115
defined, 111
in RightChain™ model, 112–115
summary of, 133–135

Supply chain management, pull-
based, 22

Supply chain strategy, 109–145
customer service, 115–120
inventory planning and 

management, 120
logistics, 14, 16, 110–115
and sales and operations planning, 

139–145
supply, 120–124
transportation, 124–130
warehousing, 131–135
wrong chain model of, 135–139

Supply optimization, 114,  
120–124

T
TAC (turns at cost), 53
TAR (turns at retail), 53
TIL (total inventory level), 25

T&OP (transportation and 
operations planning), 140

Total cost of acquisition, 123–124
Total inventory level (TIL), 25
Toyoda family, 17
Toyota, 17
Toyota Production System (TPS),  

10, 17, 23
Traditional accounting, 5
Training, inadequate, 3–4
Transaction cost, 90–91
Transportation, 124–130

CFO’s view of, 124–125
modes of, 126, 129–130
network design, 126, 127
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 124–130
shipping frequency, 126, 128, 129
warehousing, 13
in wrong chain model, 137

Transportation and operations 
planning (T&OP), 140

Transportation optimization, 114, 125
Turn rate, inventory, 52–54
Turns at cost (TAC), 53
Turns at retail (TAR), 53
Types of inventory 

(see Inventory types)

U
UFR (unit fill rate), 63–64
UGM (unit gross margin), 44–45
UIV (unit inventory value), 44
Unit fill rate (UFR), 63–64
Unit gross margin (UGM), 44–45
Unit inventory value (UIV), 44
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Index 165

Unit landing cost, 123
Unit selling price (USP), 44
Unit turn rate (UTR), 53
Unvetted changes, 3
USP (unit selling price), 44
UTR (unit turn rate), 53

V
Value-added inventory (VAI), 25
Vendor-managed inventory (VMI), 38
Visibility optimization, 100–102

W
Warehouse management system 

(WMS), 8

Warehouse optimization, 114
Warehousing, 131–135

and inventory carrying rate, 103
as inventory constraint, 13
and inventory deployment 

optimization, 96–98
with lean, 7
minimizing need for, 111
in RightChain™ supply chain 

logistics model, 131–135
in wrong chain model, 137

WMS (warehouse management 
system), 8

Work in process (WIP), 32
Wrong chain model, 135–139
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A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Edward H. Frazelle, PhD 
President and CEO, Logistics Resources International
Executive Director, RightChain™ Institute

Dr. Frazelle is President and CEO of Logistics Resources International 
and was formerly founding director of the Logistics Institute at Georgia 
Tech. Logistics Resources International is a supply chain consulting 
firm with RightChain™ teams in Atlanta, Georgia; Tokyo, Japan; Sydney, 
Australia; Lima, Peru; and San José, Costa Rica. As an educator, Dr. Frazelle 
has trained more than 50,000 professionals in the principles of world-class 
supply chains; as a consultant, he has assisted more than 100 corporations 
and government agencies in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, 
and Africa in their pursuit of world-class supply chains; as an author, he has 
written, coauthored, and/or contributed to seven books, including Supply 
Chain Strategy, World-Class Warehousing and Material Handling, Facilities 
Planning, and The Language of Logistics; and as a professor, he has lectured 
at Cornell, Northwestern, Waseda University, and the National University of 
Singapore. His books have been translated into Japanese, Chinese, Korean, 
Russian, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Dr. Frazelle is also the inventor of RightChain, a supply chain strategy 
model that is guiding the supply chains in many of the world’s largest cor-
porations, including Honda, Disney, BP, Hallmark, Nutrisystem, and United 
Technologies, to name a few. RightChain projects have accounted for more 
than $5 billion in EBIT increase for LRI clients.
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Dr. Frazelle’s achievements have been recognized by the Council of Sup-
ply Chain Management’s Doctoral Research Grant, the Warehousing Educa-
tion and Research Council’s Burr Hupp Fellowship, the Material Handling 
Institute’s MHEF Fellowship, the Institute of Industrial Engineers’ Arm-
strong Award, Kodak’s Educational Grant, and the General Motors Scholar 
Award. He was recently named Georgia Tech’s Outstanding Professional 
Educator. He is a former president of the International Material Manage-
ment Society and a member of the board of directors for the Warehousing 
Education and Research Council. Dr. Frazelle holds a PhD from Georgia 
Tech and master’s and bachelor of science degrees from North Carolina 
State University.

OTHER BOOKS BY THE AUTHOR
 ■ Supply Chain Strategy
 ■ World-Class Warehousing and Material Handling
 ■ Material Handling Systems and Terminology
 ■ Facilities Planning

BLOGS AND SITES BY THE AUTHOR
 ■ RightChain.com

Email: EdFrazelle@LRIConsulting.com
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A B O U T  L O G I S T I C S  
R E S O U R C E S  I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Logistics Resources International
1266 West Paces Ferry Road
Atlanta, GA 30327 USA
Phone: (404) 937-4077
Web: RightChain.com

Logistics Resources International is a supply chain consulting, professional 
education, and analytics firm. The firm was founded by Dr. Ed Frazelle 
to help organizations develop and implement supply chain strategies that 
maximize their financial, service, and operational performance.

Based on LRI’s proprietary RightChain model of supply chain strategy, 
LRI offers supply chain consulting, supply chain seminars, decision sup-
port programs, and publications on supply chain strategy, customer service, 
inventory management, sourcing, transportation, and warehousing. To date, 
our clients have put more than $5 billion on their bottom lines through LRI 
projects. Our consulting programs have helped a number of clients receive 
their industries’ most prestigious awards for supply chain excellence. Our 
principals are the leading subject matter experts in their fields, serving cli-
ents simultaneously as consultants, facilitators, and teachers. 

We serve our clients from offices in Atlanta, Georgia (LRI Global Head-
quarters and LRI North America); Tokyo, Japan (LRI Asia Pacific); and 
San José, Costa Rica (LRI Latin America) and through affiliates in Sydney, 
Australia, and Lima, Peru.
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A B O U T  R I G H T C H A I N

Based on more than two decades of supply chain strategy consulting, execu-
tive education, and research, the RightChain program includes the defi-
nitions, methodology, tools, curricula, principles, metrics, processes, and 
delivery mechanism required to address the major decisions in supply chain 
strategy development. RightChain is successfully guiding the supply chains 
of large, medium-size, and small companies in nearly every major industry 
around the world and is responsible for more than $5 billion in bottom-
line impact through optimized combinations of sales increases, expense 
reductions, and capital utilization improvement. RightChain typically puts 
between 1% and 5% of sales on the bottom line. It has been taught to more 
than 10,000 supply chain professionals in seven languages around the world.
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